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     HOW I FOUND OUT: 

     I first found out about this opportunity in the fall of 2015. My school, Yukon High School, 

was the host school to ten French students through the same program.  When I first heard about 

them coming, I jumped on the chance to host one of them due to my love of the French and 

wanting to experience more of their culture first-hand.  Thankfully, I was awarded for my hard 

work and determination to host and in October, Adrianna came and stayed with me for the two 

weeks.  My fall experience was one I’ll never forget and made me fall even more in love with 

the French. With the new friends I met and the knowledge from them I received, I wanted to 

experience it even more.  When my teachers started talking about the program more, I decided 

to try and be accepted to go, and live my dream of being a foreign exchange student in France.   

WHY I CHOSE MY TOPIC: 

     When I thought about what topic to choose, I knew I had to find one that would both be 

appealing enough educationally to the program, but also, it had to be something I was actually 

interested in.  To get my point across, yes, this is an educational experience, but it needs to be 

exciting and fun as well for the people involved in it. This is, in my opinion, a win win situation 

for both Alliance and the fellow because this way the results will be more in depth and 

sentimental. It is also why I chose cinema.  I have been interested in cinema for a while and 

have been given multiple opportunities to further my knowledge in different aspects in it, but I 

felt that there was no better place than to study film and do a film project than the place where 



the media originated.  For me, this project has given me so much more insight into cinema and 

has made me fall even more in love with both the art and the culture.  

INTERIEW: 

     I was ecstatic when I learned that my application was accepted and I was going through the 

interview process.  I started watching multiple French movies and had regular meetings with 

my French teachers to improve my French and practice some questions that may be asked 

during the interview. The process itself was nerve-wracking and intimidating, but it was not 

difficult. The members were all friendly and encouraging in the room, and they tried to make it 

as easy as possible.    

PREPARING FOR FRANCE: 

     In preparation for my trip, I did many things. I began speaking to my host sister in France, 

Morgane, and it became to the point where there were barely any days that we didn’t speak at 

least some.  She was the perfect match for me from the beginning and helped me throughout the 

entire time I was prepping for the trip and the trip itself.  I’ve never had doubts that someone 

else would have been better than her.  In addition to getting to know Mogane and her family 

prior to the trip, I typed up a survey for students at the school, a survey for workers at the 

cinema in Crepy, and several French terminology that has to do with cinema for easier 

communication with them.  I, also, started rehearsing the history of cinema in France and 

America and how they correlated at points. 

!
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HISTORY(PEOPLE): 

Les freres Lumiere – In 1895, the Lumiere brother’s motion picture was credited as the 

first cinema movie. It was titled The Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat and it was roughly 50 

seconds long. 

Georges Melies(1902)- Melies is the best known early pioneer of the time. His film A 

Trip to the Moon, was the first science fiction film and a “landmark” in cinematic special 

effects. 

Alice Guy-Blanche(1907)- She was the first female filmmaker and made the film 

L’enfant de la Barricade. 

Avant-garde short films)- Jean Vigo’s soviet influenced A Propos de Nice (1929)” 

Fernand Leger’s Dada-first Ballet Mecanique (1924) 

Two surrealist master works: Germaine Dulac’s, The Sea Shell and the Clergyman (1928) 

with an Antonin Artaud screenplay 

Bunuel/Dali collaboration Un Chien Adnalou 

    All of these aforementioned filmmakers played in important role in the way cinema is made 

today because they all developed the foundation of film world wide. However, as film evolved 

and the war ended, a new type of filmmaking was desired that expressed a more personal 

artistic side that expressed life. 

HISTORY (NEW WAVE): 

La Nouvelle Vague- Coined by critics 

Never a formally organized movement 



Linked by a self-rejection of the cinema de qualite 

Cinema was very important in post-war France 

Many critics/film-lovers spent time in les cinematheques and film clubs watching a variety of 

films, including films by realist Italian directors, Noir and B movies from America, early silent 

classics and even technicolour Hollywood musicals. 

Directors of New Wave felt that most mainstream cinema was not expressing human life, 

thought, and emotion in a genuine way.   

They, also, felt that many of the popular movies were dry and recycled and not in touch 

with real life of post-war French youth. 

From this passion of cinema, they formed a theory of the auteur- the “best” films are the 

product of a personal artistic expression and should bear the stamp of personal authorship. 

They used breakthrough techniques and a fresh approach to storytelling that expressed complex 

ideas while still being direct and emotionally engaging.  Emphasizing the personal and artistic 

vision of film over its worth as a commercial product.By inspiring others worldwide, they 

created a new phenomenon.In every sense, they founded modern independent films and movies 

Thousands of films and people were recognized by it once or influenced by it 

Without the New Wave, American film may not have been impacted by powerhouse Directors 

such as Scorsese, Soderbergh, and/or Tarantino.  This could have also caused music, fashion 

and advertising to miss a major point of reference in America.Many popular American 

directors/films were influenced by The French New Wave. 



These films include famous movies like Bonnie and Clyde (directed by Arthur Penn), Taxi 

Driver (directed by Scorsese), The Graduate (directed by Mike Nichols), Mystic River (directed 

by Clint Eastwood), and Pulp Fiction (directed by Tarantino). 
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QUESTIONS AND GRAPHS FROM SURVEY: 

1. How many hours of television do you watch daily?/ 

Combien d'heures de télévision tu regards par jour?  

!  

!
2.What genre is your favorite?  

!

! ! !  
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American 
Students

Comedy
Drama
Mystery
Crime/Forensic
Horror
Action
Sci-Fi/Fantasy
Romance
Reality/Medical

Comed Actio

Notes: Approximately 
½ of French students 
spend 1-2 hours daily 
watching television, 
compared to 
approximately 1/3 of 
American students.  
Just over 1/3 of 
American students 
spend less than 1hour 
watching television 
daily.  Just under 1/2 of 
French students spend 
2 hours or more 
watching television 

Notes:  
Comedy and Action were 
reported as American 
students favorite genre by 
a huge lead.  This 
coincides with teens 
common desire for 
upbeat, fast-paced 
lifestyles and their 
connection of humor/
laughing in daily life. 
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3. Quelle est ton genre prefere? 

" " " " "   

!!
4.  What television shows/movie do you consider popular today?/ Quels films et 

emissions de television sont populaire aujourd’hui? 

!

French 
Students

Comedy
Series
Sports
Reality
Horror
Action
Sci-Fi/Fantasy
Romance
Documentaries

Comed
Series Action

Sci-Fi/ 
Fantasy

American Students

Top Movies : Top Shows :

 The Hunger Games Walking Dead

The Divergent Series Grey’s Anatomy

Star Wars American Horror Story

Super Hero Movies Big Bang Theory

Notes: Comedy and Action are 
again, the frontrunners of genres 
for French students, which likely 
ties into teens need for upbeat, 
fast-paced and comical 
lifestyles.  This suggest that 
these needs cross over into both 
cultures, under the target 
population of “teenagers”, 
rather than geographic location.  
Important Note: French students 
did not cite crime or mystery 
genres, as did the American 
students.  They did, however, 
cite “series” and some alluded 
to American Shows, under the 
genre “series”.  This is likely a 
cultural difference in 
terminology but makes it 
difficult to measure any specific 
genre category that might fall 
under “series”.  It’s also 



!
!
4. Quels films et emissions de television sont populaire aujourd’hui? 

!
5. Do you believe television has an influence in the way people act/believe in society? 

Est-ce que tu crois que la television et les films influencent comment les gens croient/
agissent dans la societe? 

!

! Supernateral

French Students

Top Movies : Top Shows : 

The Hunger Games Le Petit Journal

The Divergent Series Les Anges de la Télé 
Réalité

Star Wars Touche pas à mon poste

Fast and Furious Walking Dead

Untouchables Game of Thrones



"      "  

Notes : Both groups of students reported overwhelmingly that television has an influence in the 
way people act.  The percentages are very close, as well. 

!
!

6.Do you believe certain television shows/movies have helped evolve 
problems like racism or other controversial topics? What movies and 
how? 

!

       "   

American 
Students

6
12

82

Yes
No
N/A

French 
Students

8

17

74

Oui
Non
Rien

American 
Students

8

29

63

Yes
No
Maybe

Notes: American students feel 
that certain television shows/
movies have helped evolve 
racism and other controversial 
topics. 
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7.Identified Movies/Shows- American Students 

!
!
!

8.Est-ce que tu crois que la television a augmente les problemes comme le 
racisme et l’insecurite dans la societe ou pas? Quels films et comment? 

!

LGBT Issues Racial Issues Poverty/Disabilty Issues

Orange is the New Black Remember the Titans Freedom Writers

Modern Family 42 Forrest Gump

Will and Grace I Love Lucy 8 Mile

! Dear White People

! Glory



"  
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!
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9.Identified Movies/Shows- French Students 

!
!
!

French 
Students

18

43

39 Oui
Non
Rien

Racial Issues Justice Issues Liberal/Conservative 
Issues

American History X The Untouchables Chocolat 

24 Jours L’emprise 

The Mentalist 

Les Experts cyber 

Notes: The French students 
numbers reported for this 
question are significantly 
different than the American 
students.  There is a possibility 
that the terminology on the 
question was misunderstood.   



!
10. Do you believe stars who act in films have influenced society? How? 

!

!
Est-ce que tu crois que les stars dans les films influencent la societe? Comment? 

!

American Students
Yes = 84 

Pros
No = 16 

Cons
Their fame gives them a platform to 
express their views/opinions.

People worship them. 

They have money and can donate to 
charities.

The news is all about them. 

They influence the young to thrive for their 
dreams.

Their roles in movies may rub off on 
people.

They can spread awareness about many 
things b/c they are well-known around the 
world.

The world is full of idiots who will believe 
anything. 

They develop fashion statements and can 
be positive role models.

They put false hope into young people 
about how life will be.

Some are degrading society.

French Students
Yes = 83 

Pros
No = 17 

Cons
Stars can help create ideas for bettering 
society.

Stars in You Tube have more of an 
influence than in cinema.

When stars give good examples in public, 
young people want to act and talk like 
them.

Their influence can be bad, depending on 
their attitude toward life and the public.
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11.On average, how many times do you go to the movie theater monthly/yearly? / 
Combien de fois vas-tu au cinema par mois/par an? 

            "  

12. Do you believe actors have in any way affected your belief systems? /Est-ce que tu 
penses que les stars affectent ta systeme de croyance? 

Their popularity makes people want to 
increase their perfection.

Sometimes, people mimic the roles stars 
play but that’s not how they are in real life.

Their beauty and physique influences 
fashion. 

Some of the characters that stars play 
influence youth but not the stars 
themselves.

Yes, by their public opinions and their way 
of life.
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!
Notes: The responses from both groups of students on this question is interesting, due to the high response of 
yes’s on the question above about television impacting the way people act in society.  Though this question is 
asking about the influence actors themselves have on students belief systems, it is still surprising to see such 
overwhelming “no” responses.  This could be due to a number of reasons and more specific questioning would 
need to be identified to drill down the reasons. !
!

I learned so much from using the surveys in my research.  The following lists just a few of  those 
lessons: !

➢ The are many similarities reported on the surveys for both American and French students, despite being 
in different geographical areas and from very different cultures 

➢ !
➢ Both cultures spend a good deal of time daily watching television shows and/or movies. 

!
➢ Cinema is important in both cultures. 

➢ The students in both cultures reported a lot of the same interests, which points to commonalities among 
teenagers as a target population, despite where they live. !

➢ The French students appeared to be more plugged into local news, politics, etc. than American students. 

!

76%

24%
Yes
No

82%

18%
Oui
Non

American Students French Students



Not only did I learn about the research I was there to do, I learned so much about the French culture, in general.  

From seeing the similarities and differences in the school systems, the transportation systems, home and family  

life, and getting to practice my ability to understand spoken French and practice speaking French (as well as 

gaining an understanding of just how much I still need to know), I feel so blessed.   I sincerely want to give a 

big “Thank you” to the Alliance Francaise d’Oklahoma City for such an amazing learning opportunity!  This 

once in a lifetime experience taught me so much more than I could have ever learned through books and 

broadened my understanding and love for the French culture.  I have made friendships that will last a lifetime 

and plan to return to France this summer to visit and continue learning.  Additionally, I am working on plans to 

attend a University in France within the next couple of years.  None of this would have been possible without 

the Fellows Program and I am forever grateful! 


